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Pisces Bay Ocean Front Residences #401
East End / High Rock, Grand Cayman
MLS# 417482

US$2,989,800

MARTIN DOHNAL
martin@corcorancayman.com

Welcome to Pisces Bay, your dream of relaxed island living in the
Cayman Islands. This intimate collection of twenty-two
apartments blends sleek modern design with the laid-back
Caribbean lifestyle.
Each Pisces Bay unit is a masterpiece of contemporary
architecture, with plenty of natural light and designed with your
comfort in mind. Imagine living in a space where every detail
reflects modern elegance, from the spacious interiors to the large
balconies perfect for outdoor dining and soaking in the views.
The Pisces Bay community boasts a stunning rooftop social area
a perfect spot to connect with neighbors or unwind after a busy
day. And lets not forget the breathtaking pool with its inviting
deck, offering an oasis of relaxation under the tropical sun.
Pisces Bay is more than a home; its a lifestyle. Here, every day is
a blend of comfort, functionality, and the serene beauty of the
Caymans.
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Essential Information

Type
Residential

Status
Current

MLS#
417482

Listing Type
Condominiums

Key Details

Bed
3

Bath
3

View
Ocean Front

Year Built
2025

Sq.Ft.
2,414

Pets Allowed:
Yes

Additional Feature

Den
No

Floor Level
4

Furnished
Yes

Property Feature

Yes
Carport

Yes
Pool


